Oxford University Press (2001) 390 pp, $32.50 hardcover Many neuroscientists are drawn to this discipline by their curiosity about human thought, emotion, and behavior. Many of us recognize, moreover, that the brain diseases described by the rather outdated term "mental illnesses" are among the cruelest. Not only do they tend to be recurrent or chronic throughout life and to produce serious disability, but also they can affect the very tissue of our self-concept, our experience, and our ability to conduct our lives. In the busy life of a working scientist, this larger context is all too readily forgotten as we strugbook is also an "atlas" in a more figurative sense in that it presents a scientific and philosophical history of gle with individual experiments or attempt to make sense out of accumulating data at the molecular or celludepression, and a textbook for nonspecialist readers. The "textbook" presents ideas gained from Solomon's lar levels. It is important, therefore, that we have occasional opportunities to refocus at a larger grain size and extensive reading and his interviews with physicians and scientists (in the spirit of full disclosure, this reviewer recall some of the wonder-and empathy-that initially intrigued and concerned us about the brain and its vulwas one of the sources). These sections, which dwell on the causes and treatment of depression will be the nerabilities. Both books under review here are intended for the general reader, but both would make interesting most familiar, but also in some degree, the least interesting to active neuroscientists, and many will find quibbles reading for neuroscientists.
that do not touch directly upon the clinical arena. Andreasen presents a clear overview of the current understandings of mental illness that are emerging from neuroscience and genetics. She does so, however, in a way that does not overstate what we know. This is important because the study of mental illness is difficult, and we have far to travel before our understanding is anywhere near satisfactory. Too often books of this sort exude an inappropriate arrogance about what we know. Brave New Brain begins with a basic introduction to the systems-level study of the brain, to neurotransmitters, genomics and genetics, and to current approaches to investigating mental illness, especially neuroimaging. It then proceeds to a discussion of major mental illnesses including schizophrenia, mood disorders, anxiety disorders, and dementias. Andreasen has written in a logical order, with clarity, and with attention to both more reductionist and more systems level approaches to mental illness. While perforce some simplification must occur in writing such a book, I looked carefully for pet peeves that I have with such overview accounts and came away pleased that Andreasen has dealt with the complexities of the brain and mental disorders quite admirably. Her discussion of "genetic complexity" in the context of schizophrenia is exemplary. With lucidity and precision, she explains that no single gene causes schizophrenia or any other mental illness, but that disorders are thought to arise from complex gene-gene and geneenvironment interactions. Similarly, in a thorough review of contemporary brain imaging technologies, she describes straightforwardly the promise-and the current limitations-of these new tools. My highest praise is that I believe this is a book that could inspire a medical student or a graduate student to dedicate a career to better understanding mental illnesses.
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